
                          Assignment - 1 

                     Test Your Vocabulary 

1.  Look at the picture below and rearrange the letters to find their names. Write the 

words in the space below: 

 

                                                                                                                              

______________                 ____________________                                 _______________ 

LAWGINK                                DAOR                      YANBNA 

 

 

                                                                                               

 

________________                      ________________                           ____________________ 

        TAOG                                                      PORE                                     RIBDEG 

 

                                            

_____________________                ____________________                           ___________________ 

          NOMYE                   SUBH                                                     ULDBNIGI  



2. Unscramble the words & make sentences with them: 
 

1. Jumble words   Right words 

(1) TOH        - _____________________ 

      ___________________________________________ 

(2) TALLRVRSEE      - _____________________ 

      ___________________________________________ 

(3) LAWGINK      - _____________________ 

      ___________________________________________ 

(4) DAOR      - _____________________ 

      ___________________________________________ 

(5) DRIET     - _____________________ 

      ___________________________________________ 

(6) YANBNA      - _____________________ 

      ___________________________________________ 

(7) KALETD      - _____________________ 

      ___________________________________________ 

(8) RATSTDE      - _____________________ 

      ___________________________________________ 

(9) AEDHA      - _____________________ 

      ___________________________________________ 

(10) TAOG      - _____________________ 

      ___________________________________________ 

 



                             Assignment - 2 

Nouns 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q1. Underline the common nouns and circle the proper nouns: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q2.  Name two proper nouns for each of the following: 

1. man : _______________________ ________________________ 

2. woman : _______________________ ________________________ 

3. city  : _______________________ ________________________ 

4. pen  : _______________________ ________________________ 

 

Madan  village   Chennai          parrot         butterfly 

 

Rampur          Himalaya     desk               Taj Mahal cat 

 

January           Ganga             computer         Monday doctor 

 

Kavita            river  Mahabharata helmet hospital 

 

book             India             England            Kitty           Yamuna 

Noun is a word used to indicate a person, thing, place or idea. A proper noun is used 

to refer to a specific person, place or object. A common noun is used to refer to a class 

of people, places or objects. 



Q3. Read the following sentences and circle the Nouns. Then write them in the 

right columns in the given table. 

1. The Himalayas are covered with snow and frost. 

2. Naman is a very cheerful boy. 

3. My father tells me a story every night.     

4. The doctor looks after his patients. 

5. Our school has a very good basketball team. 

6. America is a developed country. 

7. We have rare books in this library. 

8. Darjeeling and Shimla are famous hill stations. 

9. The lion is  a ferocious animal but the lamb is a  

 meek animal. 

10. Sheena is a talented singer and Mita is a graceful 

  dancer. 

11. Anil is a good boy. 

12. Kolkata is a big city. 

 

Common Noun Proper Noun 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



Assignment - 3 
NOUN – NUMBERS (Singular / Plurals)  

Q1. Write the plurals of: 

door  ____________   soap  ____________  

belt  ____________   bucket ____________  

match  ____________   dish  ____________  

potato  ____________    glass  ____________  

story  ____________    fairy  ____________  

dairy   ____________    tooth    ____________ 

life   ____________     leaf  ____________  

thief  ____________    shelf   ____________  

gentleman ____________    foot  ____________  

policeman ____________    goose  ____________  

fish  ____________    deer   ____________ 

sheep  ____________    child   ____________  

mouse ____________    ox   ____________  



Q2. Spot in the grid the plurals of the nouns given: 

 

Q3. Read the sentences and use the correct singular or plural nouns in each of them: 

1. A women asked me to bring three brush.    brushes 

2. Have you heard the story of the green witches?  ______________ 

3. I took my bucket and three spade to the beach.  ______________ 

4. I am hungry. Can I have a few plum?   ______________ 

5. My friend are very kind and helpful.   ______________ 

6. I brush my tooth before going to bed.   ______________ 

7. There is a mice in the trap.     ______________ 

8. The Indian team has won many match.   ______________ 

 



                           Assignment - 4 

(Is, Am, Are) 
Q1. Fill in the blanks with ‘Is’ 

1. Mala __________ Aman’s friend. 

2. Sara __________ singing a song. 

3. That tree __________ very tall. 

4. Sunny _________ four years old. 

5. This shirt __________ pink in colour. 

6. Tanvi __________ writing a letter. 

7. Grass __________ green in colour. 

8. My name __________ Jhanvi. 

9. She __________ my best friend. 

10. He _________ an old man. 

Q2. Fill in the blanks with ‘am’ 

1.  I ________ reading a book. 

2.  I _________ going to school. 

3.  I ________ eating an ice-cream. 

4.  I _________ seven years old. 

5.  I ________ very tired. 

6.  I ________ going to my coaching classes. 

7.  I ________ a students of II class. 

8.  I ________ combing my hair. 

9.  I _______ good in speaking English. 

10. I ________fond of animals. 

 

 



Q3. Fill in the blanks with ‘Are’ 

1. The animals _________ very innocent. 

2. Those mangoes _________ green. 

3. You _________ late today. 

4. Vikram and Ronit _________ my classmates. 

5. The kids __________ playing in the park. 

6. Rima and Seema ___________ cousins. 

7. They _______ my new friends. 

8. Stars _________ not visible during day. 

9. Those roses ___________ beautiful. 

10. The students __________ going to school. 

Q4. Fill with Is/are/am 

1. These rooms ________ very dark. 

2. I ________ thankful to you. 

3. You _________ a naughty child. 

4.  She ________ my best friend. 

5.  The shirt _________ dirty. 

6.  You _______ a liar. 

7.  The players ________ ready. 

8.  There ________ a tall tree outside our house. 

9.  It ________ an empty jug. 

10.  He _______ an officer in the army. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 


